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ABSTRACT
The reprocessing scenario is widely adopted in literature to explain the observed tight inter-band correlation
and short lags in the UV/optical variations of active galactic nuclei (AGNs). In this work we look into the color
variability of the famous Seyfert galaxy NGC 5548 with high quality Swift multi-band UV/optical light curves.
We find the color variation of NGC 5548 is clearly timescale-dependent, in a way that it is more prominent
at shorter timescales. This is similar to that previously detected in quasar samples, but for the first time in an
individual AGN. We show that while a reprocessing model with strict assumptions on the driving source and the
disk size can apparently match the observed light curves and inter-band lags, it fails to reproduce the observed
timescale dependency in the color variation. Such discrepancy raises a severe challenge to, and can hardly be
reconciled under the widely accepted reprocessing diagram. It also demonstrates that the timescale dependency
of the color variation is uniquely powerful in probing the physics behind AGN UV/optical variations.
Keywords: accretion, accretion disks — black hole physics — galaxies: active, quasars
1. INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that the ultraviolet (UV) and opti-
cal continuum radiation in active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are
variable (e.g., Ulrich et al. 1997). Such variation, as a char-
acteristic feature of AGNs, is useful in many aspects of AGN
studies. It can be used to separate AGNs from stars/galaxies
(e.g., Sesar et al. 2007; Boutsia et al. 2009; Schmidt et al.
2010; MacLeod et al. 2011; Butler & Bloom 2011; Ruan
et al. 2012; Graham et al. 2014; Peters et al. 2015). It is
also essential to the reverberation mapping of AGNs (e.g.,
Peterson 1993, 2014). Thanks to the advancement of obser-
vational techniques and equipment, the variation studies of
AGNs have increasingly attracted more and more attention,
particularly in the current age of time domain astronomy.
However, the origin of and the physics behind the variation
itself remains poorly understood.
A remarkable feature of AGN’s UV/optical variability is
that the light curves of different bands are well coordinated,
with wavelength-dependent time delays (long wavelength
light curves lag those short wavelength ones; Krolik et al.
1991; Stirpe et al. 1994; Ulrich et al. 1997; Collier et al.
1998; Nandra et al. 1998; Peterson et al. 1998; Kriss et al.
2000; Collier et al. 2001). A reprocessing scenario, in which
the accretion disk is illuminated by a central variable source
and thus produces variable reprocessed UV/optical emission
(Guilbert & Rees 1988), is commonly invoked in literature to
explain such coordinated variability and short time delays. In
zff1991@mail.ustc.edu.cn, jxw@ustc.edu.cn, zcai@ustc.edu.cn
this scenario, the variability origin should be traced back to
the central radiation source, which is suspected to be the pre-
sumed ‘corona’ (e.g., Haardt & Maraschi 1991; Chakrabarti
& Titarchuk 1995), and the delay corresponds to the light
travel time. Refer to Section 3 and Section 5 for a detailed
description and discussion on the reprocessing diagram.
Another prominent feature of the variability is that the
variation amplitude is wavelength dependent in the sense
that shorter bands vary more significantly (Ulrich et al.
1997). AGNs thus generally appear bluer when they brighten
up. Such “bluer-when-brighter” (BWB) trend has been con-
firmed in numerous papers (e.g., Schmidt et al. 2012; Ruan
et al. 2014; Guo & Gu 2016). Recently, it is found that
such BWB trend is timescale-dependent for quasars (lumi-
nous AGNs), in the way that shorter term variation is even
bluer, as revealed by SDSS observations in optical bands
(Sun et al. 2014) and GALEX data in ultraviolet bands (Zhu
et al. 2016). As demonstrated with Monte-Carlo simula-
tions, such timescale dependence of the BWB trend poten-
tially links the UV/optical variation in quasars to thermal
fluctuations of the accretions disk (Cai et al. 2016). How-
ever, note that such inhomogeneous disk model with com-
pletely independent thermal fluctuations is unable to explain
the inter-band lags generally observed in Seyfert galaxies.
It is known that in less luminous AGNs, such as Seyfert
galaxies, X-ray contributes to a larger fraction of bolo-
metric luminosity (Lusso et al. 2010; Strateva et al. 2005;
Grupe et al. 2010) and reprocessing is expected to play a
more dominant role. Do Seyfert galaxies show timescale-
dependent color variation similar to their luminous analogs,
i.e., quasars? If yes, is such timescale-dependent color vari-
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2ability compatible with the widely adopted reprocessing dia-
gram?
Recent multi-band monitoring campaigns of the well
known Seyfert galaxy NGC 5548 have provided high qual-
ity light curves from far UV to optical (Mehdipour et al.
2015; Fausnaugh et al. 2016). Historically, this source has
been studied over and over on its optical/UV variation and
the lags within the reprocessing diagram (Krolik et al. 1991;
Chiang et al. 2000; Uttley et al. 2003; Suganuma et al. 2006;
Gaskell et al. 2007; McHardy et al. 2014; Fausnaugh et al.
2016; Starkey et al. 2016). In this work, to address the afore-
mentioned questions, we present a case study using Swift
multi-band light curves of NGC 5548. We give a brief de-
scription of the photometric light curves gathered by Swift in
Section 2. In Section 3, we construct a reprocessing model
to simulate multi-band light curves. The artificial multi-band
light curves appear well matched to the observed ones, appar-
ently supporting the reprocessing diagram. As shown in Sec-
tion 4, NGC 5548 exhibits clear timescale dependence in its
UV/optical color variation, similar to quasars. However, us-
ing simulated light curves we find that the reprocessing dia-
gram is unable to explain the observed timescale dependence,
thus is severely challenged. Discussions and conclusions are
given in Section 5. Cosmological parameters Ωm = 0.28,
ΩΛ = 0.72, and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Komatsu et al.
2011) are used where necessary throughout this work.
2. Swift LIGHT CURVES
We glean Swift light curves on NGC 5548 presented in
Edelson et al. (2015) 1 and carry out color variability anal-
ysis based on them. The Swift monitored on NGC 5548 in
six ultraviolet and optical bands (UVW2 centered at 1928
A˚, UVM2 at 2246 A˚, UVW1 at 2600 A˚, U at 3465 A˚, B at
4392 A˚, and V at 5468 A˚2). Though the UVW2 light curve
is available from Feb. 2012 to Aug. 2014 with cadences as
short as 1 to 3 days and only small gaps (∼ 2 months), for the
other 5 bands the light curves span a shorter period between
Mar. 2013 to Aug. 2014. Such well sampled multi-band
light curves provide an excellent chance to examine whether
the color variation is timescale dependent in an individual
Seyfert galaxy.
We notice that light curves of the same source have also
been analyzed in Mehdipour et al. (2016) with a few more ob-
servations included (obtained between the end of Dec. 2014
and early Feb. 2015), but the light curves have been binned
with bin size of 2 days, missing precise timing information
and heavily affecting the determination of time lags. The
source has also been observed a few times by Swift during
2005 and 2007, and it is found that the obscuration prop-
erty was significantly different back then with X-ray spectral
analysis (Mehdipour et al. 2016) and we leave them out in
1 Fausnaugh et al. (2016) also made use of this set of data, and pro-
vided multi-band overlapping UV/optical light curves obtained with HST
and ground based telescopes. Those light curves however span significantly
shorter time intervals, containing no information of color variation at long
timescales. In this work we utilize the Swift light curves only.
2 http://www.swift.ac.uk/analysis/uvot/filters.
php
research of color variability to avoid complication. Another
reason that we do not include the few observations obtained
in 2005, 2007 and 2015 is that there are large gaps between
these data sets and the rest major data sets. Including them
can mainly contribute to the measurement of color variation
on very long timescales but not on shorter timescales, thus
may produce bias while comparing the color variation at var-
ious timescales. Meanwhile the observations we include are
well sampled with small gap, so each observation can con-
tribute to the analyses on all timescales.
3. THE REPROCESSING MODEL
To study whether the reprocessing diagram could produce
a timescale-dependent color variation pattern, we first con-
struct a simple irradiated accretion disk model. A standard
thin accretion disk is divided into rings with the ratio of the
outer to inner radius of each ring fixed. The most inner
radius rin is selected as the inner-most stable circular orbit
for a Schwarzschild black hole, that is, rin = 6Rg, where
Rg ≡ GM/c2 is the gravitational radius and M stands for
the mass of the central black hole. Each ring is further az-
imuthally and equally divided into zones with the same ra-
dius but different azimuth. Under the reprocessing scenario,
the radiation at radius r is determined by both the local vis-
cous heating of the accretion disk, and the radiation received
by the disk from the central illuminating source. Based on
the Stefan-Boltzmann Law, F = σT4, the temperature pro-
file T(t, r, θ) of the disk could be expressed as (Cackett et al.
2007)
T4(t, r, θ) =3GM
ÛM
8piσr3
(
1 −
√
rin
r
)
+
(1 − A) h∗L∗(t − τ(r, θ, i))
4piσr3∗
,
(1)
where r is the radius, θ the azimuth angle, M the black hole
mass, ÛM the accretion rate, A the disk albedo, h∗ the verti-
cal distance from the central variable source to the disk, r∗
the distance from the central variable source to disk elements
which equals
√
h2∗ + r2, and L∗ the luminosity of the central
variable source, delayed by the light travel time τ(r, θ, i) for
different regions, (r, θ), and inclination angle, i, between the
line of sight and the disk axis. The lag τ is determined by the
position of the disk element and the disk inclination angle
with the form
cτ(r, θ, i) =
√
h2∗ + r2 + h∗ cos i − r cos θ sin i. (2)
We list necessary parameters for this reprocessing scenario in
Table 1. Primary parameters, such as the black hole mass and
the bolometric luminosity, are gleaned from past literature on
NGC 5548.
Having calculated all the temperature of the disk regions,
the disk spectral energy distribution (SED) is simply the sum
of the blackbody radiation of the disk regions. With appro-
priate input radiating light curve, we are able to acquire the
variable multiple wavelength light curves driven by the input
3Table 1. Parameter values for the standard reprocessing model.
Parameters Values Reference
Black hole mass M 3.2 × 107M (1)
Bolometric luminosity Lbol 2.82 × 1044 erg s−1 (2)
Radiative efficiency η 0.083
Inclination angel i 45◦ (1)
Redshift z 0.017
Illuminating height h∗ 10 Rg
Illuminating luminosity L∗ 0.15 Lbol
Disk albedo A 0.5
References: (1) – Pancoast et al. (2014); (2) – Ebrero et al. (2016).
one, by convolving the SED with transmission files3 of Swift
filters.
For NGC 5548, the illuminating source seems to be soft
X-ray excess or FUV emission from the inner disk, rather
than the X-ray corona (Gardner & Done 2017; Starkey et al.
2017; Edelson et al. 2017, and see Section 5 for details). In
this work, we do not associate the illuminating source with
any wavelength at all since we do not have any valid infor-
mation on it. In the disk reprocessing model, only the vari-
ability pattern and luminosity of the light curve are needed.
We select the ultraviolet light curve collected at the short-
est band, UVW2, which is also the most frequently sampled
one, to model the variability pattern. It is interpolated us-
ing the software package JAVELIN (Zu et al. 2011, 2013) to
get better sampling. As the geometry of the disk is already
given, we can compute the resultant UVW2 light curve based
on the reprocessing model, as well as its time lag relative to
the illuminating light curve. The interpolated UVW2 light
curve is then shifted backward in time by this lag4 to account
for the expected lag between the illuminating source and the
observed UVW2 band. Starting from this illuminating light
curve, the reprocessed light curve in each band and the pre-
dicted inter-band lags can then be derived.
In Figure 1 we plot the observed lags (peak values in ICCF)
between other bands and UVW2. The expected values of
the disk reprocessing models are over-plotted. To calculate
the inter-band lags, we adopt the traditional lag measurement
method brought in Peterson et al. (2004), interpolated cross-
correlation function (ICCF), and implemented by (Sun et al.
2018)5. The light curves have been detrended with a second-
order polynomial linear least-squares fit separately before es-
timating the lags.
The inter-band lags in NGC 5548 were known systemat-
ically larger than predicted by the standard thin disk theory
3 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/
caldb/data/swift/uvota/index.html
4 For a standard thin accretion disk with parameters listed in Table 1, the
lag is 0.21 days. However, since the observed lags are a factor of 3 times
larger than the value predicted by the standard thin disk model, we need to
modify the disk model (see Figure 1). The shift is computed to be 0.61 days
in this modified model.
5 http://ascl.net/code/v/1868
(McHardy et al. 2014; Edelson et al. 2015; Fausnaugh et al.
2016). At large radii, within the standard reprocessing ac-
cretion disk model, lag τ measured for a given wavelength
λ follows a theoretical scaling relation of (Fausnaugh et al.
2016)
〈τ(λ)〉 ∝
(
kλ
hc
)4/3 [3GM ÛM
8piσ
+
(1 − A)L∗h∗
4piσ
]1/3
. (3)
Assuming that (1 − A)L∗H∗/r = κGM ÛM/2r , where κ is the
local ratio of external to internal heating (Fausnaugh et al.
2016), it can be simplified to
〈τ(λ)〉 ∝
(
kλ
hc
)4/3 [GM ÛM(κ + 3)
8piσ
]1/3
, (4)
namely,
〈τ(λ)〉 ∝ (M ÛM)1/3λ4/3. (5)
As suggested in Fausnaugh et al. (2016), the observed lags
are a factor of 3 times larger than the prediction from stan-
dard thin disk theory with proper parameters list in Table 1.
Here we simply adjust the M ÛM of the model to produce lags
matching the observed ones, and leave further discussion to
Section 5. Lags three times the prediction of standard thin-
disk theory, and the above equation, would translate into M ÛM
a factor of 27 times larger. Judging from Figure 1, within the
modified model (M ÛM enlarged), the lags can better match
the observed ones, but deviation for U band is still quite ob-
vious. This could be explained by the contamination from
other variable spectral components, including the blended
Fe II emission and Balmer continuum (e.g. Fausnaugh et al.
2016)6. Also, the broad emission line Hβ would contribute
to the fluxes of B and V band somewhat. We take these ef-
fects into consideration by including an extra variable and
lagged component in each of the three bands. 7 With the illu-
minating light curve serving as ionization source, light curve
of the emission line would mimic the variation behavior of
the illuminating light curve. The illuminating light curve is
first rescaled to have the same mean flux level and standard
deviation of the corresponding reprocessed continuum light
curve. Then the light curves are shifted and smoothed by 8
days, which is the approximate time delay between the Hβ
emission line and the ionization continuum (assumed to be
1367A˚ in Fausnaugh et al. 2016). This extra lagged and vari-
able component is added proportionally to the correspond-
ing reprocessed continuum light curves to construct the fi-
nal simulated light curves for the three bands. To determine
the contribution proportion of the extra lagged and variable
component, we adjust the proportion until the lags calculated
from the final light curves can match observations. The extra
lagged and variable component is found to make up 12.5, 1.5
6 Although host galaxy and narrow emission lines also contribute to the
total emission, but it would not affect the lag calculation as its flux remains
stable for the timescales concerned in this work.
7 Line contamination from Mg II, Fe II and C III] to the three ultraviolet
bands are neglected. Even taken into consideration, in all cases with differ-
ent lags assumed (4 to 20 days, with contribution inferred to be less than 2
percent), they do not show any noticeable effect on color variation.
4and 1.5 per cent for the U, B and V band, respectively. As we
can see from Figure 1, the lag matching is done pretty well
now. We note these fractions can not be directly compared
with the line flux contributions presented in Fausnaugh et al.
(2016) which were obtained through spectral decomposition.
This is because: (1) narrow lines are non-variable; (2) we
simply assume the lagged variable component has the same
variation amplitude (before smoothing) as that of the disk
continuum; A larger fraction is needed if the lagged compo-
nent has smaller variation amplitude. Nevertheless, with this
approach, the contamination from broad emission lines and
Balmer continuum to the broad band light curves are effec-
tively simulated. We shall explain in the next section that,
as we carry out the analysis based on flux differences, these
non-variable components, such as narrow emission lines and
host galaxy emission, do not affect the results in this work.
The resultant simulated light curves of the six bands are
still not ready to be compared with the observed ones yet. Us-
ing the observed light curves as reference, the simulated light
curves are shifted and rescaled. The shifting is to account
for those non-variable component, such as radiation form the
host galaxy and slow-varying narrow emission lines. It will
not pose any effect on the flux differences we used in the next
section. Rescaling is also necessary. As we do not know the
exact wavelength range responsible for the irradiation, we
cannot constrain the variability amplitude of the illuminating
light curve. As a direct result, variability of the emergent disk
radiation of the six bands is also unconstrained. Also, the ex-
tinction effect of dust on the observed fluxes are accounted
for with the practice of rescaling. Since it is merely a linear
transformation on the simulated light curves, rescaling is not
timescale dependent, and won’t affect our timescale depen-
dency analysis in the next section. We plot the observed light
curves together with the final simulated light curves to make
a direct comparison in Figure 2. Two sets of light curves
match very well apparently. That is to say, as already demon-
strated in previous study (Gardner & Done 2017), the repro-
cessing model with fine-tuned parameters seems to be able to
well reproduce the observed UV/optical variations in NGC
5548.
4. TIMESCALE-DEPENDENT COLOR VARIABILITY
Generally, color variability can be characterized using the
ratio of the flux/magnitude change of two bands (Schmidt
et al. 2012). In this work, we follow a similar method. The
ratio for any two epochs on light curves of two bands is cal-
culated as:
s(τ) = f
r(t + τ) − f r(t)
f b(t + τ) − f b(t), (6)
where f r(t) and f b(t) represent the flux measurements in a
redder and a bluer band at epoch t, respectively. Only ra-
tios with s(τ) > 0 are kept. In addition, pair epochs in
which the variation is statistically insignificant (< 3σ) are ex-
cluded to avoid possible unrealistic variations contributed by
measurement uncertainties (please refer to Sun et al. (2014)
for details; the effect of measurement uncertainties can also
been seen in Section 4.3). For those τ falling into a certain
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Figure 1. Observed inter-band lags in NGC 5548, comparing with
our reprocessing models. Lags are calculated between the six light
curves and the one for UVW2, with the ICCF method detailed in
Peterson et al. (2004). The observed lags are plotted as the orange
solid line with error bars. As for the simulations, we plot the lags
predicted by both the original thin disk model (the light red dashed
line) and the modified reprocessing model (the light green dashed
line). Neglecting U band, the lags of the modified accretion disk
model can broadly match the observed ones. The model is further
modified by considering an additional variable component, mim-
icking the effects of the variable but further lagged emission lines
and Balmer continuum, for the three optical bands, U, B, V, so that
the lags produced by the model can match observations. The dashed
dark cyan line which tracks the observed lags almost perfectly repre-
sents the lags calculated for this lagged component included model.
timescale bin, the median value of these s(τ) are taken to
mark the color variation amplitude of this timescale. In this
way, we can check for the timescale dependency of the color
variability.
Ratio calculation done in flux space has the merit of avoid-
ing host galaxy contamination (host galaxy flux would cancel
out), which is significant for nearby AGNs, NGC 5548 for
example. On the other hand, extinction of intervening dust
would instead affect the flux differences. But, as the dust
component would remain constant on timescales involved
here (less than a year), flux difference would be affected in
the same manner for different timescales, and the trend of
the s − τ curve, which is really what we care about in the
following comparison, would remain unaffected.
4.1. Color variability under the reprocessing paradigm
Before set to handle the observed light curves, we first
check for the color variability under the simple reprocess-
ing paradigm. To demonstrate if the reprocessing model
can produce timescale-dependent color variation in princi-
ple, here we generate artificial illuminating radiation light
curve lasting 5000 days based on the damped random walk
(DRW) model (Kelly et al. 2009), with DRW parameters
determined from modeling the UVW2 (see Section 3 and
Section 5 for why we choose UVW2 to model the illumi-
nating light curve) light curves with JAVELIN (Zu et al.
2011, 2013). For the DRW model we adopted, the decon-
volution timescale, τ, is 94.8 days, and the variability ampli-
tude, σ, is 0.743 × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1A˚−1 with a mean flux
of 2.527 × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1A˚−1. Note that using different
DRW parameters does not alter the results in this work. With
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Figure 2. The observed light curves in unit of 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1A˚−1 compared with those simulated ones from our reprocessing model.
The extra lagged and variable component has been taken into consideration for the simulated ones. The top panel plots the light curve of the
radiating source, generated using the software package JAVELIN. In the following six panels, we plot both the observed and the simulated light
curves of the six Swift bands from the shortest wavelength to the longest. Observed fluxes are marked with filled dot and the simulated light
curves are plotted as solid curves. The simulated light curves have been rescaled and shifted to match the variation amplitude and mean flux
level of the observed ones. With this step, the baseline flux of the host galaxy is accounted for. At the lower part of each panel, the difference
between the observed flux and corresponding simulated flux are plotted.
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Figure 3. The five lines of different colors represents the color variability results between UVW2 and the other five different bands, namely,
UVM2, UVW1, U, B and V . These curves are multiplied by a constant to compare with the perfectly flat gray dotted line at s = 0.8. For
both panel, the solid lines are the results under an illuminating light curve generated by a DRW model, while the dashed, lighter-colored lines
are results calculated for a illuminating light curves with a PSD deviating from the DRW model. Left: the dependency of color variability
on timescale under the reprocessing paradigm, without considering the contribution from emission lines. Under the reprocessing paradigm,
the flat trend of these curves (at timescales above 10 days or so) indicates no timescale dependency, despite the different illuminating light
curves. Right: the dependency of color variability on timescale for the simulated light curves, with the lagged variable component taken into
consideration. The s − τ curves, except for the ones involving U band, still remain quite flat on timescales over 30 days.
the illuminating light curves, we run the reprocessing model,
generate artificial light curves in the six Swift bands, and ana-
lyze the color variation behavior at different timescales using
these light curves. For a simple illustration, we only carry
out the color variability calculation between the bluest band
UVW2 and the rest five redder bands (UVM2, UVW1, U, B,
V). Our results are presented as solid curves in the left panel
of Figure 3.
At very short timescales (less than 10 days), the simu-
lated light curves show some timescale dependence in the
color variation (the rising trend of the s − τ curve). And
the rising trend is more prominent for two bands with larger
wavelength difference. Clearly this short term rising trend
is related to the inter-band time lags and smoother variation
at longer wavelengths. Such effects however are negligi-
ble on significantly larger timescales. On timescales larger
than about 10 days, the s − τ curves appears quite flat, in-
dicating no timescale dependency at all, which contradict
the timescale-dependent color variability revealed with both
SDSS and GALEX quasar samples (Sun et al. 2014; Zhu et al.
2016).
It should be noted that the choice of the model generat-
ing the input illuminating light curve will not have any effect
on this conclusion. The timescale independency is barely re-
lated to the PSD shape of the illuminating light curve. To
better demonstrate this point, we test another illuminating
light curve, generated based on the method brought up in
Timmer & Koenig (1995), and from the power spectral den-
sity (PSD) suggested by Guo et al. (2017). This PSD gen-
erally resembles the PSD of DRW model, but has low fre-
quency (less than about 10−6Hz) slope −1.3, deviating from
the flat slope of the DRW model at the same frequency range.
The color variability results are presented as dashed, lighter-
colored lines in Figure 3. Their main features are the same as
those solid lines, despite the different PSDs of the illuminat-
ing light curves.
Also, to demonstrate the effect of emission lines on the
timescale independency of color variability, fluxes of them
are added as detailed in Section 3 for the three optical bands,
U, B, V . These results are plotted in the right panel of Fig-
ure 3. Still, on timescales longer than 30 days, the flat color
variability curves remain mostly unchanged, except for the
U band, whose s − τ curve shows a mild rising trend on
timescales from 30 days to 100 days. This indicates that
emission lines do affect the timescale dependency of color
variability, when the emission lines are strong enough. For
the other two bands suffering the same issue, the timescale
independency of color variability, possessed intrinsically by
the reprocessing model, remains untouched.
4.2. Color variability of NGC 5548
Bearing the above results in mind, we proceed to check for
the observed color variability for NGC 5548 and compare
with the reprocessing model.
We carry out the color variability calculation for the two
sets of light curves obtained in Figure 2: the observed one
and the scaled simulated one. The simulated light curves
have been scaled to account for the baseline flux of the host
galaxy.
During the calculation, as the observed light curves are not
observed strictly simultaneously, the light curves need to be
binned with bin size of 0.5 days and, the photometric mea-
surements of two bands are deemed to be observed simulta-
neously if their observed time difference is less than 0.3 day.
To estimate the uncertainties of the observed s(τ), we adopt a
7bootstrap method resembling the one used by Peterson et al.
(2004) during the ICCF practice for lags measurement. In
each bootstrap realization, N random selections are drawn,
with replacement (so that the repeatedly selected measure-
ment would have some real effect on the outcome of the re-
alization), from the original N photometric measurements in
the light curve pairs. New s(τ) can be calculated from this
new pair of light curves. By repeating such realization for
1000 times, we are able to build up a distribution for the ob-
served s(τ), and we take the standard deviation to be the mea-
surement uncertainties of s(τ). In each sets, as there are six
light curves and any two of them can be used to generate a
s − τ curve. We result in a figure with 15 frames as shown in
Figure 4.
In each frame, the colored curve represents the s(τ)s cal-
culated using real Swift light curves. The s − τ curves are
clearly timescale-dependent with the majority of the frames
showing a rising trend, similar to those detected in the two
aforementioned quasar samples. Note this is the first time
that a timescale-dependent color variation is reported in an
individual AGN. The fact that the color variability of AGNs
show clear timescale dependence can be used to refute cer-
tain quasar variability mechanism, as demonstrated in Sun
et al. (2014). It also lends support to the inhomogeneous ac-
cretion disk model brought up in Dexter & Agol (2011) and
revised in Cai et al. (2016).
In the last few frames of Figure 4, the observed s − τ
curve displays an opposite trend (s(τ) slightly decreases with
timescale), on the shortest timescales. This signal is mainly
connected to the under-estimated photometric uncertainties.
On short timescales, variability amplitude is much weaker,
especially for these long wavelength bands. Variability sig-
nal can be overwhelmed by their measurement uncertainties,
leaving the color variability signal noise-dominated. We shall
further expand on this point in Section 4.3.
In addition, for those light curve pairs of neighboring fil-
ters, such as UVW1 vs. UVM2, and B vs. V , the rising trend
is not so conspicuous. This is likely because the wavelength
difference of the two bands is too small to exhibit their dif-
ferent variability behavior. For the rest band pairs that we are
concerned, the rising trend is systematically prominent. We
shall then compare them with the s− τ curve obtained for the
simulated light curves.
Although we have already made the conclusion in Sec-
tion 4.1 that the reprocessing scenario in principle cannot
reproduce the observed timescale dependency, observational
effects have not been taken into consideration. In view of
the possible effect introduced by uneven sampling and photo-
metric uncertainties, we resample the simulated light curves
presented in Figure 2 based on the observed ones and add
random flux fluctuations based on observed photometric un-
certainties. Photometric uncertainties are taken into consid-
eration using the following equations:
f lux(sim. + obs.) = f lux(sim.) + σ,
σ ∼ Normal(0, σ(obs.)), (7)
where sim. and obs. stand for simulation and observation,
respectively, and σ(obs.) represents the observed flux un-
certainties. We carry out color variability analysis on these
resampled light curves. Such resampling procedure are re-
peated for 400 times so that we can acquire the distribution
of the simulated s(τ) for all the timescale bin concerned. So
the observationally affected simulated s(τ) and their associ-
ated uncertainties are chosen to be the mean and variance of
the distribution respectively. The color variability calculation
for the simulated light curves also incorporates the 3-σ crite-
rion. Also, the simulated light curves have been scaled to the
observed ones to account for the host galaxy contamination.
By doing so, we may then make a more direct comparison
of the observed s − τ relations with those predicted by the
reprocessing model. The resulting s − τ curves based on the
emission line included simulated light curves are presented
in each frame of Figure 4 as the solid black lines. We also
plot the results based on the emission line free simulated light
curves as the dashed gray lines for reference.
To quantitatively compare the steepness/flatness of the
s − τ curves, we first average the s(τ) on both relatively
shorter (between 4 and 34 days) and longer (above 34 days)
timescales. The averaging are done on binned s(τ) points in
Figure 4 rather than s(τ)’s distribution to avoid giving too
much preference to those bins with more data pairs. Then we
compute the ratios of the averaged s(τ) on shorter timescales
to those on relatively longer timescales. So, a ratio value
less than unity would indicate a timescale dependency for
the color variability, in which the color variability is less
conspicuous on longer timescales in comparison with that on
shorter timescales. The smaller the ratio is, the more evident
the timescale dependency will be. For the simulated s − τ
curve, we are able to build up the distributions for the ratios,
based on the 400 times resampling of the dense simulated
light curves. The difference between the observed ratios and
the mean values of the simulated ratios can be measured in
unit of the variance of the distribution. In this way, we are
able to tell if the difference is significant enough between ob-
served and simulated s−τ curves, and the distributions of the
ratios are also plotted in Figure 4, with the differences in ra-
tios marked on the upper right corner in the sub-plots. By the
way, we also carry out the color variability for the emission
line free light curves and the results are plotted as the gray
dashed lines in each frame.
As shown with the black solid curves in Figure 4, on
timescales above 4 days or so, the s − τ relations produced
under the reprocessing scenario, with observational effects
taken into consideration, appear systematically flatter than
the observed ones in almost all the 15 frames. This phe-
nomenological conclusion is further buttressed by the ratio
differences we calculated above. For the majority of the light
curve pairs, the differences are obvious, except for those band
pairs involvingU band. This indicates that the contamination
of the lagged emission lines on U band can severely impede
the interpretation of color variability on short timescales, as
we point out in Figure 3.
4.3. The effect of covariance error on color variability
In this section, we further explore the effect of several mea-
surement related effect on the calculation of color variability.
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Figure 4. The timescale dependency of color variability between each pair of Swift bands (marked above each frame). In each panel, the colored
solid line marked with filled circle represents the s(τ) calculated for the observed light curves. Color variability of the original simulated,
emission line free and resampled light curves are plotted as the gray dashed lines in each panel. With proper lagged line component considered,
new light curves with inter-band lags matching the observed ones are acquired, and their color variability is shown as the solid black curves.
In almost all panels, the observed s(τ) curve show a rising trend with increasing timescale compared with the simulated one on timescales
from 10 days to 800 days. To better illustrate this point, we add a sub-plot to compare observed and simulated s(τ) ratios for each panel
(s(4 < τ < 34days)/s(τ > 34days); colored vertical line: observation; black: simulation). The numbers above the upper right corner of these
sub-plots demonstrate how significant the simulations deviate from the observations by measuring the separation of the two ratios with the
standard deviation of the plotted distribution. For the emission line free simulations, the ratio is plotted as the dashed gray vertical lines in the
same sub-plots. Clearly, the simulated light curves cannot reproduce the rising trend seen in the s − τ curves of observed light curves.
9We first look at the possible underestimation of Swift ob-
servational uncertainties. We make use of photometric un-
certainties in our simulation to take observational effect into
consideration. If underestimated, uncertainties would di-
rectly affect the color variability of simulated light curves.
This effect is assessed by tweaking Equation 7 just a little
bit:
f lux(sim. + obs.) = f lux(sim.) + σ,
σ ∼ Normal(0, k × σ(obs.)), (8)
where k is chosen to be 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 in our three trials.
The color variability results for these light curves are plotted
in Figure 5 as the gray curves, with lighter gray curves rep-
resenting results calculated using larger k values. It can be
seen that, compared with the black curves, all the gray curves
show a mild declining trend on short timescales (contrary
to observations), with larger k value yielding more promi-
nent upward tilt toward shorter timescales. Therefore un-
derestimated photometric uncertainties (if exist) would even
strengthen our conclusions that the reprocessing diagram is
unable to reproduce the observed s − τ curves.
The possible measurement covariance between any two
Swift band photometric observations is another issue. It tends
to introduce in-phase deviations to the photometric measure-
ments of two bands at the same time, hence affecting the re-
sult of color variability. As it is rather intricate to access the
level of the systematic covariance, here we check for their
impact on s − τ curves by adding them to the simulated light
curves:
f luxband1 = f luxband1 + k ∗ σband1,
f luxband2 = f luxband2 + k ∗ σband2,
k ∼ Normal(0, σnorm),
(9)
where σnorm is used to indicate the prominence of covari-
ance uncertainties. We adopt 0.3 here as a tryout. The s(τ)
calculation is done the same way for these light curves, and
the results are shown as the dashed black curves in Figure 5.
By comparing the dashed black curves and the solid black
ones, it can be seen that when considering covariance uncer-
tainties, the curves would also show a mild declining trend on
short timescale. Different values for σnorm, ranging from 0.1
to 0.5, are also tested, and the short timescale declining trend
is found to be more conspicuous with larger σnorm. These
results indicate that, should there be any covariance signal
lurking in the observed flux measurements, it would exert a
declining trend, rather than a rising trend, to the observed
s − τ curves. Again, despite impact of measurement covari-
ance on color variability calculation, it is not responsible for
the rising trend of the s − τ curves.
To conclude, in NGC 5548, the observed rising trend on
the timescale dependency of color variability is not any result
of observational effects, and the color variability predicted by
the reprocessing scenario cannot match the timescale depen-
dent color variability trend we observed.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Known challenges to the reprocessing diagram
The reprocessing model was first brought up by Guilbert
& Rees (1988). Though it usually neglects the origin of the
intrinsic variability of the driven source, it has the merit of of-
fering an elegant explanation for the variability in UV/optical
bands and even in near infrared (Lira et al. 2010, 2011; Faus-
naugh et al. 2016). Within the simple reprocessing diagram,
the in-phase variability and the inter-band lags can both be
nicely interpreted. It is thus widely accepted in literature
though it has been constantly invoked and questioned over
the past decades. Furthermore, it may also hold the possibil-
ity of making AGNs the “standard candle”, as demonstrated
in Cackett et al. (2007).
Generally, the central illuminating source is assumed to be
X-ray emission from the corona, as a natural physical ex-
tension of the prevailing disk-corona model. This is sup-
ported by numerous observations showing X-ray variations
usually lead UV/optical variations (e.g., Bachev et al. 2009;
Breedt et al. 2010; Cameron et al. 2012; Lohfink et al. 2014;
Shappee et al. 2014; McHardy et al. 2014; Edelson et al.
2015; Pal et al. 2017). Indeed, recent measurements based
on both X-ray reverberation mapping and gravitational mi-
crolensing suggest that the corona is quite compact and lo-
cated in the vicinity (less than 20 Rg) of the SMBH (Morgan
et al. 2012; Reis & Miller 2013; Mosquera et al. 2013; Cack-
ett et al. 2014; Blackburne et al. 2015), and thus likely to be
a natural illuminating source. However, there are still a num-
ber of observations showing no clear correlation between X-
ray and UV/optical variations (e.g., Maoz et al. 2002; Gaskell
2006). Specifically, for NGC 5548, based on the reprocessing
diagram, Starkey et al. (2017) derived the driving light curve
for the UV/optical variations, and found it is poorly corre-
lated with the observed Swift X-ray light curves. Also, as
was pointed out by Gardner & Done (2017), disk reprocess-
ing of the hard X-ray light curve produces UV/optical light
curves with too much fast variability, comparing with the ob-
served ones. They instead proposed that what is reprocessed
is not the hard X-ray emission, but probably soft X-ray/FUV
emission from the inner accretion disk with much smoother
variation.
The energy budget is another prominent problem if X-ray
corona is the driving source in the reprocessing diagram, as
the luminosity of X-ray usually makes up only a small por-
tion of the total bolometric luminosity; hence it would be
insufficient to drive the variation of the whole disk (Gaskell
et al. 2007; Gaskell 2007). This issue would be especially se-
rious for brighter quasars as the portion of X-ray luminosity
is even smaller (Lusso et al. 2010; Strateva et al. 2005; Grupe
et al. 2010).
On more issue with the illumination scenario, is that strong
Lyman continuum emission would be expected on the spectra
(Sincell & Krolik 1997; Antonucci et al. 1989). However, it
has never been observed for AGNs.
The more recent issue revealed for the reprocessing di-
agram is that the observed lags observed in many sources
are systematically larger than predicted by the standard thin
disk theory, such as MR 2251-178 (Are´valo et al. 2008), PG
1211+143 (Bachev et al. 2009), AGN 0957+561 (Gil-Merino
et al. 2012), NGC 3516 (Noda et al. 2016), Fairall 9 (Pal et al.
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Figure 5. The effect of measurement uncertainties on the timescale dependency of color variability. The 15 panels present results calculated
for the 15 different pairs of bands. In each panel, the solid colored curve is the observed color variability and the solid black curve represents
result calculated for the simulated light curves. The gray curves tell us what would happen to the s − τ curves if measurement uncertainties for
the simulated light curves are underestimated. And the dashed black curves show the impact of covariant uncertainties on the s − τ relations.
Under both scenarios, the s − τ curves would shift a bit upward, showing a mild declining trend on short timescales. This indicates that neither
one can be responsible for the rising trend of the observed colored s − τ curves.
2017) and Pan-STARRS quasar sample (Jiang et al. 2017). Typically, it is found that the observed lags are two to three
11
times the lags given by the thin disk model. Efforts have
been made in literatures to tackle this problem. For example,
Gardner & Done (2017) tried to reconcile this issue by push-
ing the reprocessing region outward to the broad line region
(also see Sun et al. 2018). And as demonstrated in Noda et al.
(2016), the accretion flow may form a radiatively inefficient
accretion flow, affecting the reprocessing paradigm, as well
as the time delays, but this scenario is limited to accretion
systems with low Eddington ratio.
5.2. A new evidence against the reprocessing diagram
In this work, we find the UV/optical color variation in
NGC 5548 is clearly timescale-dependent, a trend similar to
that found in quasars, but for the first time detected in an in-
dividual AGN.
We present a simple reprocessing model showing that re-
processing model seems to able to well reproduce the ob-
served UV/optical light curves and the inter-band lags (see
Section 5.1 for caveats of the reprocessing model). How-
ever, severe inconsistency between the reprocessing model
and observations emerges while we look into the timescale
dependency of the color variation. The reprocessing model
failed to recover the observed timescale-dependent pattern
in color variation. This can be further explained as below.
In the reprocessing scheme, the reprocessed light curves are
smoothed and lagged version of that of the driving source.
The lag also corresponds to the smoothing timescale. At
timescales considerably longer than the lags, reprocessed
light curves in different bands are expected to be rather sim-
ilar, thus is unable to reproduce a timescale-dependent color
variation pattern. Unlike other challenges to the reprocess-
ing diagram we discussed in Section 5.1, such controversy is
hard to be reconciled within the reprocessing scheme. There-
fore, reprocessing should not be the dominant mechanism in
producing the observed UV/optical variation in NGC 5548.
This also demonstrates that the timescale dependency of the
color variation is a unique and powerful probe in diagnosing
the AGN variations.
It is worthwhile to mention that the accretion disk size in
high redshift quasars measured through micro-lensing stud-
ies is about 4 times that of the standard thin disk model (Poo-
ley et al. 2007; Blackburne & Kochanek 2010; Morgan et al.
2010; Dai et al. 2010). By splitting the accretion disk into
large number of individual zones, and allowing the tempera-
ture of each zone fluctuating significantly and independently,
Dexter & Agol (2011) found an inhomogeneous disk model
is able to resolve such discrepancy in the disk size. More
interestingly, a revised version of the inhomogeneous disk
model is able to naturally yield a timescale-dependent color
variation, consistent with observations (Cai et al. 2016).
However, such inhomogeneous disk model is not yet per-
fect. In the model, the temperature of each region of the disk
varies independently, leading to no correlation between the
variation of each individual disk region, thus faces difficulty
to explain the observed well coordinated multi band light
curves (Kokubo 2015; Cai et al. 2016). Furthermore, the cur-
rent model is unable to explain the observed inter-band lags.
A further revised inhomogeneous disk model appears able
to reproduce the observed inter-band lags and coordination
without the need of light echoing (Cai et al. 2018).
Alternatively, both X-ray reprocessing and disk fluctua-
tions might be at work, while the dominance of each might
be epoch and timescale-dependent, and vary from source to
source. Note some researches (Are´valo et al. 2008; Breedt
et al. 2009) have shown that the X-ray reprocessing would
work on shorter timescales but fail to explain the variability
on longer timescales. Also, Are´valo et al. (2009) noticed that
the variability amplitude in optical bands on longer timescale
was greater than in X-ray in NGC 3783, thus can not be at-
tributed to X-ray reprocessing. It is likely that reprocessing
might play a major role at very short timescales, while disk
fluctuation dominate at longer timescales. A dedicated quan-
titative work is also ongoing to investigate whether such a
hybrid model is able to explain all the observations, in terms
of inter-band correlations and lags, energy budget, disk size,
and timescale-dependent color variation.
To summarize, we show that the color variation in NGC
5548 is clearly timescale-dependent, significantly challeng-
ing the widely accepted reprocessing diagram. A revised disk
fluctuation model without the need of light echoing (Cai et al.
2018) seems able to well reproduce the observed variation in
NGC 5548, including inter-band coordination and lags, and
timescale-dependent color variation. Extensive work is also
ongoing to investigate a hybrid model including both X-ray
reprocessing and disk fluctuations. In addition, we demon-
strate the power of timescale dependency of color variability
again. It is possible to look into the inner part of the accretion
disk with high cadence light curves. The idea of exchanging
for physical resolution using temporal resolution is worthy
exploring further in the age of temporal astronomy.
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